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Some quotes from camp participants 

after we hosted international groups:

 „I have never seen so many green plants!”

 „It’s so good to be close to nature”

 „I have met so many new people”

 „First it was difficult for me to talk with them due to 

the language, English all the time, but it improved so 

fast and now I miss them”

 „Israeli coffee is the best!”



Korczakowo



130 km from Berlin

470 km from Warsaw

Tents, bathing area with running hot water

Kitchen and canteen

Football and volleyball pitch

Port with kayaks and boats

Amphi-theater

Common rooms (tents)



Living quarters

Kayaking on the lake

Dining room



Looking ahead to an

international Korczak camp!





Outline for the international Korczak camp!

10 days, August 3-12, 2023

Days 1-7 at the Korczakowo site

Days 8-10 visiting Warsaw and Treblinka

(in the footsteps of Korczak)

Groups of 5-8 participants (aged 14-19)

per country + a counsellor

All activities will be held in English



Days 1-7 in Korczakowo

Integration, 

workshops: art, sport, theater, …

music contest

sport and tourist activities

sailing, kayacking

Korczak in theory and practice

(workshops will be given based on 

Korczak’s legacy, self-management,

shared labour, duties,responsibility)

Days 8-10

Warsaw in the footsteps 

of Korczak

Visit to Treblinka

Departures

Our International Korczak Camp





Cost:

Groups of 5-8 participants per country + counsellor

In total, if there are -

20 participants (3-4 groups) 600$ per person

30 participants (4-6 groups) 470$ per person

40 participants (6-8 groups) 420$ per person

Including: accomodation, food, staff, transport Korczakowo-Warsaw, Warsaw-

Treblinka-Warsaw

Price does not include transport to and from Poland/Germany



Cost

20 participants (3-4 groups) 600$ per person

30 participants (4-6 groups) 470$ per person

40 participants (6-8 groups) 420$ per person

Suggestion:

Each person pays 10-15% more

and we can invite Ukrainian group for free



Purpose of holding an International Camp

 Engaging young people into the International Korczak movement

 Educating towards Korczak’s educational legacy (in practice)

 Strenghtening co-operation inside IKA

 Space for pedagogical experiments

 Unique experience both for participants and for the counselors



Contact

 kpk@korczakowo.org

m.kozien@korczakowo.org

www.KORCZAKOWO.org

Important dates:

1. Initial approval: 31.12.2023

2. Final decission: 28.02.2023


